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WEATHER FORECAST
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KENTUCKY: Partly cloudy
and cooler tonight! Scatthunderstorms east
11?red
portion early tonight. - Saturday partly cloudy, cooler
and less humid.
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, July 23, 1948

Vol. XX; No. 32

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000
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COST tyli: LIVING Face-Saving Gesui,06,
t.
olovsky
HITS NEW ALL-TIME Announced By
HIGH TODAY
ROTARIANS TOLD
SITUATION IN
GREECE CRITICAL

HI-Audio-Visual ExpertAppointed New Head
01 Training School

BERLIN, July 23 (UP)-The
government
military
American
.said today that U.S. travel restrictions, which Marshal Vassily D.
CHICAGO. July 23. (UP)-The
Sokolovsky said caused the blockgov?imment's cost of living index
hit a new all-time high today and
ade of Berlin, were imposed only
rising markets threatened even
after the Soviets had taken simihigher prices for some foods.
lar action against • the Americans.
The labor department announced
John Robinson, an outstanding
Sokolovsky agreed in an inforast Washirigton that its price index
Mal United Press iterview last
secondary school educator who has
on June 15 was 9.3 per cent above
Ralph Woods, president of Mur- niefft that the • Soviet highway
specialized in audio-visual educaa year ago and 28.8 per cent.more ray State College was the speaker blockade would be lifted if the
tion, has been appointed principal
than in 1948. when price controls
at thy Rotary Club meeting Thor- Americans opened their zone to
expired.
of Murray Training school, Presisday noon at the Woman's tlub the Russians.
Retail food prices, meat ond eggs House. He reviewed briefly his
The first official American redent Ralph Woods announced toespecially, led 'the advance, the dein action to Sokolovsky's comment
stay
recent three months
day.
partment said. Traders at the naGreece. He made it clear that the came from Maj. Gen. George-R..
Mr. Robinson is at presentan astion's major livestock markets tothere is a serious one Hays. deputy military governor
situation
sistant in the University school
day said rising hog and cattle
PHILADELPHIA. July 23. (UP,
and sait.that the war'going on is and commandant in the absence in
(Training schooli at the' University
even
prices
meat
send
may
prices
not a civil war but a war "be- Washington of Gen. Lucius D.
of Kentucky. He has taught in -Henry A. Wallace said 'today
higher.
Hays, was described as
communism and democ- Clay.
tween
secondary schools in Owenton and tkat he would "go over to Russia'
Hog prices were 50 cents higher
"completely surpr:sed' by Sokotoracy."
in Boone county.
action
such
at the cornbelt markets and marand see Josef Stalin if
Berlin
vsky's charge that • the
The principal-elect took his bachHe said we must decide now
ket experts in Chicago said' they
would serve the cause of peace.
blockade resulted front U.S. visa
back
huuld
should
we
whether
elors degree at Eastern State colcould sea no end of the spiral'
restrictions.
Wallace made the statement at a
lege, his tnasters from the UniversIn Chicago, hogs sold 2.5 t4 50 Russia now or later.
Some informed American quaraftshortly
called
conference
L.
H.
were
been
Rotarians
news
has'
and
Kentucky,
Visiting
ity of
cents a hundred pounds higher. At
regarded Sokolovsky's offer
ters
District
at
former
UK this er he arrived here to be on hand
working on his Ph.D
St. Louis the market was 25 cents Smith, Henderson.
as a.possible face-saving formula
year.
0
Governor, Henry Adams. May25
up
was
Indianapolis
and
higher
his
of
convention
founding
at the
which might 'clear the way for a
his
will begin
Mr Robinson
field.'Ted Chambers, Benton. Louis
to 50 cents.
convention
new reteting of the Big Four counduties here- as head of the Train- new third party. The
Adams, Paris. Robert Jarman had
-meat
retail
dropAlth,,uth
prices
cil of foreign 'ministers.
opens tonigh,t. It will nominate
ing school on September 1.
ped slightly in some eastetn cities as his guest Harlan Hodg?s, MurTaylor of
"It has always been the United
Dr. Woods also announced the Wallace and Sen. Glen
BRITAIN BUILDS ATOMIC PILES-This is one of the first- pictures of the 110-inch
the past few days a nation- ray State College basketball coach
during
States desire to provide for maxiEnergy Research
Atomic
the
at
erected
steel,
of
tons
following appointm?nts to the staff Idaho for President and Vice Pres700
containing
coach.
football
Faurot,
Fred
and
magnet,
United
the
by
Press
survey
wide
cyclotron
mum freedom of movement -beident tomorrow afternoon.
copper-wound
of the college effective this fall:
_Allowed that the trend was not gen, Guests of Ralph Woods were HotEstablishment at Harwell. Britain's new atomic town. The gap petween the
tween the zones," Has said 1.11 a
be
will
reduced
IX
Dr. William Aeschbacher. who
to
this
an
Marion,
of
Wallace said he had received no
Franklin
completed,,
ha'
is
magnet
eral.
pole faces above is 40 inches, When the
statement.
Dr. Aesch- invitation from Stalin to visit
will teach history
are accelerated. Completion of
One of the factors in the sporad- Claude Winslow of Mayfield.
Inches, and it is in this gap that protons or deuterons
"The American restrictions prebacher has taken all of his degrees RUSsis but that he would be glad
picnic
night
ladies
atomic
in
a
decline
for
elements.
a
Plans
was
of
cuts
price
ic
imports
American
Of
independent
Britain
make
will
the job
referred to by Sokolovsumably
his
soviet
Nebraska,
of
the
itt the University
to exchange views with
wholesale meat prices at New York were placed in the hands of a comsky were imposed May .5 1943.
B S in Education, his masters ,and leader-by letter or personal visits
and Chicago. But this slowed up mittee composed of Ed Settle. Ronafter similar restrictions had been
his doctorate. His graduate study -if such action would promote
ald Churchill, Charlie Bondurant
somewhat today.
imposed upon American personnel
has been in two fields, history and peace.
Beef, cow beef, spring lamb, mut- and Ed Carter.
h.2 So
traveling to and from tviet
political science. Dr Aeschbacher
The third party candidate urged
ton and fresh pork prices fell about
replaces priafaw...ktatteuru Wells, who rePor tees aut aa.4stmlaPon him aipsa
ono to two cents a pound- there to"Theio Soviet restrictions proI was at MSC on a temporary basis his communist support.
day. Commercial beef was one
hibited,..personnel of US. military
John C. Winter, who will teach
cent lower,
"No matter haw hard you try,
liaison missions to the Soviet zone
piano. Kr. Winter studied at the you are not going to get me to
There was no important change
CHICAGO, July 23 (UP ,-pro- from crossing the inter-zonal borJulliard institute before entering engage in red-baiting, and no matin butter prices at Chicago today
der except at Helmstedt. whereas
He ter how hard you try you are
Louisiana State university.
WASHINGTON, July 23. 1UP)- would have to be made by theirand the Department of Agriculture difce:
Poultry: 15 trucks, the market before such persons were permitwent into the army before finish- not going to get me to admit that Gen. Lucius D. Clay, American American government and not just,
Washington
that
announced in
•
ted to cross at any authorized
ing his work at LSU and while I am a communist." he said.
cheaper dairy products probably steady no price changes.
commander in Germany. said today by the army.
"My job is not to carry us into
Cheese: Tiwns 48 1-2 to 50 1-2, crossing point.
abroad studied at Trinity college
would not appear until the first of
Wallace read a part of a radio the United States as sending a
"The U.S. order which followed
(London).
single daisies 51 1-2 to 53. Swiss
the year.
statement he made last May in large number of additional trans- war." Clay said.
imposed the
the Soviet action
60 to 63.
ports to Germany that can overClay stated he did not consider
Mr. Winter got his B.M from Albuquergue. N. M. it said:
Butter: 605-360 pounds, the mar- same restrictions on members of
bduckade thro- the press interview given by MarRussian
the
come
L.S.U. after the war, and his M.M.
"I will not reject any support
.3 Soviet missions to the Ti S. zone,
ket steady for top rest easy. 9
shall Vassily D. Sokolovsky, Sovfrom the University of Michigan. that comes to me on the interest ugh the winter.
score 79. 92 score 77. 90 score 73 1-2. Requiring them to use the Helm-We will be ,able to deliver in iet commander in chief in GerHe replaces John Parker, Who' re- inp peace."
Carlots 90 score 74 3-4, 89 scose stedt crossing point going to and
discussigned
Today he conceded, however, Berlin an average of 4,500 tons per many, as abasis for further
Ad ministers in this area who
from the Soviet zone. Apart front
73.
Thomas Hogancamp. who will that communist support "is a pol- day." Clay said. "We can provide sion.
Eggs: (Browns and whites mix- this, thete have been no new U.S.
Sokolovstr had told the United have churches in Murray or Call- 'The Murray WOW. camp held
teach commerce. Mr. Hogancamp itical liability."
all the food and 'enough coal for
Press that Russia would give the away county are invited to a meet- their regular naseting Thursday ed) 15,733 cases, the market ir- "regulations regarding travel docIs a Murray State graduate, and will
absolutely essential needs."
Wallace also:
U. S. access to Berlin if we would ing in the court house Saturday night with' initiation of a large regular. Extras 70 to 80 per cent umentation."
receive his M A from Indiana uni1 Said that if he were president
Clay said there might be some
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
For the .first time Sokolovsky
group.
A 46 to 48, extras 60 to 70 percent
. varsity this summer. He replaces now one of the first acts would suffering from cold in gerlin next let Russians pass freely into west
The business session consisted A 44 to 46. standards 38 to 43, spoke to a Western correspondent
At this time plans will be di,Mrs Ruth Coleman, who was at be to end all kinds of segregation winter, if the blockade contihues, ern Germany.
Clay said American suspended cussed for participation in the of completing plans for sending the current receipts 38 1-2. checks 33. about the Berlin crisis in an interMSC on a temporary basis.
in the armed services.
but that it would not be extreme.
view at a supper party at the
Russian passage into the American Morning Devotional which is being local drill team and juvenile memCalvin Holmes, who will teach
2. Declined to discuss the tense
He added that he wit begin con'Polish Mission headquarterS celeWNBS bers to the state encampment C.
mathematics. Mr. Holmes took his Berlin situation, but promised to struction of a new airport in Ger- .zone only after the Soviets sus- carried on radio station
brating a Polish national holiday.
B.A. from the University of Ms- deal with U. S. Soviet difficuffies many immediately upon his return. pended American free passage in- each day except Sunday from 8:15 be held in August.
Asked if the Russians would lift
The following members i eceived
to 8:30 a.m.
sissiPpi in 1947 and his M A. from in the German capital in his ac- He leaves for Berlin today after to the Russian zone.
/
their blockade of American trafthe Woodcraft degree: Galen Thur- Clay said he does not believe the
selected
be
will
committee
A
the same institution this year. He ceptance 'speech Saturday night.
a series of quick conferences with
fic if the American -opened their
Russians want war and the chan- to plan the programs so that each man, Jr.. Harold Beaman. Kennith
replaces Miss Marion Treon, who
others
and
Truman
3 Said he had never discussed President
Rev, Pat Haldeman of Mayfield zone to the Russians, he replied:
pastor in the community will have Slaughter and Max Bailey.
resigned to go to Ohio university. "one way or the other" the law which reinforced the American de- ces for peace are excellent.
Ice refreshments were sei vett at will begin a series of meetings 'at "If you 'did ttiat, we would."
"I don't think anyone wants war.' a chance to conduct the devotional.
under which a New York federal termination not to be forced out
Even before HaY's statement was
the Friendship Church of Christ
Clay said. The chance for peace are Every Sunday a complete morning the close of the meeting.
court this week indicted 12 U.S. of Berlin by the Rusher's.
Sunday at 11:00 o'clock. Another issued. informed American sources
excellent. The air lift into Berlin worship service is broadcast from
communist leaders on charges of
"This will give us time for our will give us time. There is no reaWILDERNESS YIELDS
iiised to accept Sokolovsky's ex.
meeting will be held at 8:00 o'clock ref
one of the Murray churches.
seeking violent overthrow of the government to carry on negotia- son to take hasty action:
I.INCOI.N. N. H. (UP)-One of in the evening.
planation that the blockade was
government.
tions with the Russians that I hope
the last wilderness areas in New
Throughout the week, meetings imposed as a retaliation against
"We can go on with the air lift
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKWallace said earlier on his ar- will result in lifting the blockade," into Berlin as long as the American
being opened up by will be held each day at 3:00 p.m. U.S. regulations requiring special
Hampshire
YARDS. Ill, July 23. up)--)ttS- rival that the founding of the Clay said in telling reporters about
people want it. The air force can
the Kancamagus highway. The road and 8:00 p.m. Ellwood Phelps of permits for Russians wishing to
DA-Livestock:
third party would mark" a great the decision to send more planes. go on indefinitely."
will run from Lincoln to Conway Detroit will be the song leader. Visit the American zone.
Hogs 6.000; all salable; barrows turning point in the history of
He said any decision to break
Clay said he was prepared to
through the White Mountain na- Everyone in the community is inNeither did the Americans) beand gilts strong to 25c higher; the world."
through the blockade by U. S. force discuss the currency problem in
vited to attend the services.
lieve it was possible. to solve the
tional forest.
•
spots up more on weights under
Germany with the Russians at any
Berlin crisis with any such simple
•
240 lbs. Sows unevenly steady to
time and that such discussion
measure as that suggested by the
50c lower; some weights over' 450
might well lead to the lifting of the
Soviet commander in Germany.
lbs ft lower Bulk good and choice
Russian blockade.
Cikolovsky's statement was reSgt. R. V. Ferguson, in charge
180 to 240 lbs 29 25 to 29 .75; 250Clay said the air forge is now of the U. S. Army and U.S. Air
garded here as significant primar400
around
lbs
300
29;
to
26
to
flying more than 2,000 tons of food Force Recruiting Station in Mayily for its possible "broadening
White House secretary Charles G. and other goods to Berlin each
11)
• his. 22. 160 to 170 lbs 27 50 to 254 day. field, announced today that four
of the field of maneuver" in MosCorrespondent
persons12
or
10
about
said
Staff
United
Ross
Press
50; 130 to 150 lbs 2325 to 2750;
This will be stepped up to 4.500 men from this county were enlisted
cow's efforts to- obtain Western
the
of
Gov. Thomas E Dewey. the GOP -"you night ii members
100 to 120 lbs, 22 25 to 2430; good
tons per day, by additional C-54 in the Regular Army for a period
agreement to a foreign ministers
250 to 400 lbs sows 22 to 23 50; few presidential candidate, talked about administrative family" were on planes.
conference 'on all German probof two years, and were sent to
Gen. hand.
down to 21.50; over 400 lbs 18 to foreign affairs today with
The C-54 transport can carry 10 Fort Knox. Ky. for eight weeks of
r00fs off houses and "pulver- lems.
Murray had almost an inch of ripped .
In Philadelphia, Henry Wallace tons. The present C-47's used on
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
21; stags 17 to 19.
The Western notes to Moscow
basic training.
rain yesterday, eccompanied by ized" crops in its path, witnesses
At Dewey's invitation. Gen. and arrived to be nominated as the third the Berlin route for the most part
Cattle 1,900; salable 900. .calves
The men are: Billy J. Smith, 19, strong winds late in the afternoon. said. Communications were dis- July 6 demanded ,that the Berlin
700. all salable. Light receipts of Mrs. Eisenhower motored from party presidential candidate. He can carry only 2 1-2 tons.
blockade lac lifted as"preliminson of Mr. and Mrs. William A
Theotorm came up about 3:30 in rupted.
cattle finding outlet in slow clean- Columbia University in New York was greeted by Sen. Glen Taylor,
He would not estimate the exact Smith, Colleg2 Station:. John J.
ary to any discussion of the Bercloudregular
a
with
afternoon
the
the
across
struck
tornado
Another
runpresidential
discusvice
his
the
.
to
for
Ida
Y.,
D.,
N.
Pawling.
up trade with prices not maternumber of C-54's to be sent. But he Boggess, 20, son of Dr. and Mrs. H.
Moscow rejected any
lin crisis.
burst. The strong wind lasted only
ning mate, and several hundred fol- said it will not be necessary to
ially chagned from Tuesday. ex- sion.
H. Boggess. Route 1, Murray; Jesse about 30 minutes, but the rain con- state line at Waukesha, Wis. No in- prior conditions, but said the SoDewey considers the current sit- lowers who chanted "We want Wal- call ',In U. S. commercial airlines
cept vealets 81 higher. Odd heal
R. Marine. 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. tinued falling steadily most of the juries were reported but the strong viete would discuss the whole
common and medium heifilrs and uation in Berlin a powder keg that lace" and sang "Glory, Glory, Hal- to provide planes.
Jesse Marine, also of Route 1, Mur- night.
winds uprooted trees, toppled pow- German problem.
Before meeting with reporters. ray: Charles B. Henry, 20. son of
steer yearlings 19 to 26; o few might be touched off by the slight- lelujah."
Responsible quarters observed
er and communications lines and
Wallace said the new party will Clay has reiterated United States Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. Henry,
The official weather bureau remedium to low good 17)to 31; com- est misstep on the part of the
tore the rocifs off two apartment that by requiring an American
ports was 0.90 inch of rainfall in the
mon_ and medium cows 18,50 to 22; United' States. 'Reports are circu- "mark a turning point In the Iii- determination to stay in, Berlin. Route 4, Murray
buildings in a veterans housing pro- concession before easing the 'blockcity. Only slight eamege was recanners and cutters 1450 to 18; lating,,that he may propose a bi- tory of' the world."' ade'. the Soviets would avoid the,
ject.
rain.
followers
out
Wallace
the
or
working
for
wind
Tonight
the
program
from
partisan
today
ported
good bulls 2430 to 25; common and
appearance of being the first
One
woman
was
serreported
major
first
over
reRussia
with
however,
the
for
name
controversy
a
the
will pick
Neighboring states,
medium 21 to 24; cutter grades.
pull 'back from the firm stand
third .party in nearly a quarter of
ported considerable damage from iously injured during a freak wind taken by both the Fast and West.
18 to 20; good and choice vealers Berlin.
rain
and
storm
that
caused
extenDewey will confer tomorrow with a century and will hear the contornadoes yesterday.
2$ to 31; common and medium
his top GOP advisers on foreign vention keynote address.
Communities in five midwestern sive ci'op damage at Eaton Rapids:
16 to 27.
Mr. Truman, getting ready for the
today reported damage total- Mich. The storm, which weather
states
e
Sheep 1.000; salable 800; spring policy, John Foster Dulles, and with
Revival meetings will begin at
$250,000 from tornadoes. experts said was "not quite a toralmost
ing
lambs active on small Friday sup- Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg, chair- coming battle with the GOP ConMason's Chapel Methodist church,
nado," swept a 10 miles'aita north
ply. Prices steady. ot enough of- man of the senate foreign relations gress which convenes Monday. calleast of Hazel, Sunday, July 25, and high winds, rain and hail that
of Eaton Rapids and then blew out
ed back Paul A. Porter, former price
fered to meet all demands con- committee.
Friends in Murray were notified will continue through Saturday's struck the area yesterday.
The White House meanwhile was admlnistrator. Porter Will .. return late yesterday that Stanley Maus- July 31.
Two Des Moines men. Robert in the area near Leslie and Mason.
sequently some buyers f.emained
Mich.
out of market. . Top 2850; bulk clamping down on details of Presi- to the administration as an unpaid zak, 35, died at 3:15 Thursday
Rev. W. I. &runts. pastor of the Voorhees, 29, and Carman Remelts
Another violent storm tore into
good and choice springs 27 to dent Truman's pre-campaigill polit- assistant to the President. His job morning of a heart attack in De- First Methodist church at Milan. were killed at Camp Dodge. Ia..
MARTINEZ. Cal, Jtilv 22 (UP)
28.50; cull to medium throwouts. ical strategy conferences. Mr. Tru- will be,,to prepare an explanation troit, Mich.
Tenn, will be the visiting minister. when high winds buffeted their eastern- Illinois and western In- -Eleven-year-old Tommy Harrprogram and
'
18 to 20: only light sprinkling of man met last night with some party of the anti-inflation
He was married to the former Services will be held each day at plane to the ground as Voorhees diana, knocking over trees. crops ington was the calmest person I'm
and utility poles. Country roads and
-*ales between 20 to 27; no old crop leaders in the first of a series of present it to congressional commit- Sylvesta Henry of Murray. The 2:30 in the afternoon and 8:00 in banked it at a low .altitude,
lhe sheriff's Office today as he
White tees.
One tornado cut a four-mile wide fields were flooded by heavy rains, told officers how he shot and
couple had been married for only the evening.
lambs or yearlings offered, ex- conferences. Neither the
encouragsome
got
nor
national
along
Illinois
House
President
the.
to
The
swath
northern
adding
the
worries
Democratic
corn
of
the
farthe
of
C.
five
pastor
Rev.
'The
church,
months.
cept odds and ends.
Slaughter
killed Mrs. Daisy Ebling because
who was ing political reports from the south
Funeral aervic+s Will be held in L. Page, invites everyone to at- border and Injured three persons. mers who fear that too much mois- he "wanted money for a summer
ewes steady 8 to .50; best quoteed committee would say
movement.
twister
The
demolished buildings, ture in the area is damaging their vacation."
there.
and from the labor
tend:
Detroit Monday.
at 10.50.
•
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WALLACE OFFERS
TO HAVE PERSONAL
TALK WITH STALIN

_

General Clay Announces Plans To
Send More Transports To Germany
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TO MEET SATURDAY
WOW camp
IN COURT HOUSE Local
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FOUR LOCAL MEN
ENLIST IN
REGU.LAR ARMY

Political Roundup

•

HUSBAND OF
MURRAY GIRL
DIES IN DETROIT

Nearly One Inch Of Rain
Reported Here Yesterday

'
s Chapel To
Mason
Begin Revivals

Eleven-Year-Old
Calmly Tells Of
Killing Woman
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

prBusuED BY THE CALLOWAY PURLISHING COMP.ANY S
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes.'and The

11A1RDOI CIRCUIT
Leslie C. Lee, Pastor

by Mak

THRESH/N6 7144E

Einaes-lierald, October 20, 198, and the West Kentuckian January 17,1943i
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

Published

Mist Sunday: Palestine, 11:00
a.m.; Hardin. 7 P.m.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.:
Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
sin; Palestine, 3 p.m.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00

VOLUNTARY COOPERATIVE EFFORT HERR IN AMERICA
...A5 *SEEN AN IMPORTANT FACTO!'.TNE 6s0avrra map
DEYELOPMENT OF OUR NATION SINCE ITS CARA
ONE EXAAAPLE, wARISSLY FAMILIAR_ TO ...)'..N:FtAtiONIS
OF OURPEOPLE, IS THE THRESHING CREW AT svalt.e.-

- JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Murray. Ky.

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter

irAoemERS ./OiN/46 TO‘SETnoVAt TO 1,4424,1.2C414a-AllN6At
AND MACritiVERY TD ACCOMPL/SH IN A Erlifolir 7-4tei
Ae6 "CCIVE.
,
A TASA INIPOSS/SCE AVR ONE fAA4/Z.Y WEIRK

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per
Month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, else-

cm. and Unicn Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
seflIPTI'RE•
14=1.1IJ

pakss

ASSOCIATION

131 13.

Fifth Sunday: Dexter. 11 a.m.
Everyone is invited.
Your attendance is appreciated.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
Leon Winchester. Paster

There Is A Place For The Retail
.__. Merchants
Association
We were surprised at the low attendance of the meeting of the Retail Merchants Association this past Tuesday.
Only ,seven merchants were present at this meeting which
Was called for the election of officers for the year 1948-49.
This organization did a fine job in the first year of
:
Its existence.- in spite of several mistakes that were bound
to happen. The Christmas parade was one of the outstanding events of the year.
As was. pointed out in this meeting. Murray gained
i
mblicity in nearby towns that will mount in the coining
ears. For this Organization to cease functioning now, will
joie Murray a -black eye.- There is nothing sOdemoralzing to an individual or institution to start something and
;lot bring it to completion, merely hecause-of lack of in•
terest.
There is definitely a place in Murray for the Asso•
iation. The Chamber of Commerce should not be made
o shoulder the responsibilities and city projects that an
wganization of this kind usually handles. The Chamber
s too busy.- or should, be, dealing with persons and conerns outside the city -tte- sponsor a project such as the
hristma:S parade or any of several like celebrations. The
etail 11,erchants Association is th,e logical organization
.sponsor these events.
Every member should make it a definite point to be
re:cent itt the call meeting next Monday at 8.:00 p.m. at
!he court house.
,

t

t

to

, Secretary Marshall, The Man For The Job
a See• , The United.States is indeed fortunate -to have
We defi-

. reiary of State of the calibre of Gen. Marshall.
-04ely - need someone who .has- the strength of.eharatAor
and who is realist enough to stand firm. with the Russans. Because, the only way to deal witfi" the Russians is
to tie just as firm as they are and to bluff as much as they
do. In this way we will bold their respect.
The Russ-iart despi4 weakneR4 and respect strength.
.Shi)w them that we have strength and that
As long as Nvi.
Iwo are.ilot m the slightest- afraid of them, we will ben‘fit
.
much bLit.
We are of the opinion that the designs of the Soviet
" merriment are parallel to those of the recentGerman dietor. We are in exactly the same position that we were
hen Germany started her -bloodless- aggression. .....;
-- - It Wili-venot-Ailiee-Wa..-ii..itit _fa Ite_prepa re d. but it - will
cost much more not to be - prepartrit
Mr. Ralph Woods bore out these statements when he
i
paid yesterday that the war in Greece is not just a civil
war, but a war between Communism and Democracy.
hould the Communists- take Greece, the way would be
pen to Turkey..ltaly, France. It would only be u matter
before the whole of Europe Would be under Comunlitt cio-.•.rol.
_
-

splendid example of friendship in
all liteeature. ColeLAMA JEW COMMUNITY
ridge put .t well
CHURCH
when he wrote,
"Friendship is a
The Sunday School at Lakeview
sheltering tree." Diogen•s Laartius, Community Church meets each
writing on Aristotle. Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
says, "He was once PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
asked what a friend
Bobby Owen, Minister
Is. and his answer
was, 'One soul abidcoal crisis in
BY CANDLELIGHT IN BERLIN -Owing to the
ing in two bodies',"
Sunday School each Lord's Day
power has been sharply curtailed. and induselectric
Berlin,
Such was the at 10 a.m.
small, and transportation have been
Dr. Newton friendship of JonaPreaching services first Sunday try, both large and Kaufholt is running his shoe-repair
Hans
Here,
affected.
than and David - a of each month at 11 a.m.
shop undy the light of one candle.
sheltering tree-one soul abiding in
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
two bodies. Although Jonathan's CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
tither attertipted at least ten times
CHURCH
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
to kill David. Jonathan was drawn
Pastor
Irby.
Ben
Joe
CHURCH
CHRIST
the closer to David. with whose
John Brims. Minister
J. H. Thurman. Paster
soul his was knit.
Sunday School, 10 a.m
The record of this friendship is
Worship Service, 11 am.
Church school each Lord's day
found In our scripture and, devoC.Y.F., 6:30 pan.
on first, second and third Sunday sc
'First Sunday, 10:00
tional readings for the lesson, with
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
y
, dsao.
at 10 a.m., and fourth Sunday at
nsun
gitafi
nnianin,
:M
0u
1C
the golden text from Proverbs 17: 17,
1:30 p.m.
perintendent. Preaching at 11:00
"A friend loveth at all times."
MAIO CatCtlid
•• • •
Preaching service on fourth Sun I a.m.' and Saturday before at 7:30
Bryan Bishop, Pastor
day at 2:30 pm.
SHARES WITH A
I prat
---- --•
SHEPHERD
Temple 11111
ONATHAN was the crown prince Worship Service 11:00 o'clock
J apparent. David was a shepherd on first and fourth Sundays.
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
boy. Saul expected to place Jona- Evening service on third Sunday,
Fastest,Time-Thru Buses-Shortest Route
than on the throne. God had se- 7 o'clock; Church School each SunAll
Seats
Resee.ed
..
-Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service
„
lecled David.
FellowYouth
o'clock.
10
at
day
Daily Schedule --i- Lv. Murray 11:00 ann.. Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIFFS CHURCH
Jonathan would, no doubt, have ship each Sunday evening, 6:30.
Fare $10.05, without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early
Lealie Gilbert, Paster
Saul,
his
than
king
better
a
made
Prayer Meeting each Thursday e
For Information Call
iunday School.)
10 A.M.
be
to
desire
no
father but be had
ening 7 o'clock.
James Chanel, Superintenden4
Murray
Terminal
Bus
Paducah Bus Terminal
kingly
the
discovered
king when he
Remelts Chapel
•
Phone 804
Morning Woreip
11 AM
Phone 450
his friend. David. Not
in
sioallues
Worship Service 11 o'clock each
Training Union _._
7:00 P.M once did Jonathan ever indicate any
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
Mancil Vinson, Director
disappointment in not becoming fourth Sunday evening. Steward_
Evening Worship
8:00 P.M. king.
ship Fellowship meeting each
Wednesday Evening Prayer
• • • .
Thursday (before the second SunService
US P.M.
JONATHAN STANDS UP FOR HIS day) evening 11:30.
W.M U. Meeting third
- -Bethel
7:00 P.M. FRIEND
Wednesday
Worship 2:45 o c.acic each fourth
Ili HEN Saul openly plotted the
and each Fourth Wednesday
Surday and 7 o'clock each second
Afternoon
2 P.M. TV deatt. of David, Jonathan
each Sunbegged his father to reconsider his Surn..sy. Church School
Br,therhood Meeting first and
11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
day
man
the
of
life
the
spare
and
course
third Wedilesday
7 PM
o'clock.
who had killed Goliath and had each Wednesday evening 7
Business Women's Circle first
Brooks Chapel
of
friend
valiant
the
himself
proved
and third Wednesday
7 P.04.
Worship 11 o'clock each thir4 t
RAs. G A 's, and Sunbearo
,4 taul. This was the final test of Jon- Sunday.
Church School 10 o'clocr.
111
David.
for
love
sacrificial
*mares
Band first and third
Independence
Wednesday
7 PM, He might have remained silent, thus
Worship service 2:30 o'clock each
aiding in the death of the one man
COME AND WOR,SHIP
Imn.amm••••••••••••=1.101
who stood between him and the first Sunday
WITH US
throne. But Jonathan was made of
the :lout texture which counts no
KIRKSET CIlICUTT
sacrifice too dear for a friend. He
B. Dunn
was willing to stand up and be
counted when it meant that be
First Sunday-iuriosey U
would not become king. Thus we
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.: Mi. see that true friendship Is not alHebron 7:30 p.m.
ways easy. It usually is very cost17,
Second Senday--Coldwater II but it pays big dividends in the coin
am.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
of eternal wealth.
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron
• • •
a.m.; Kirksey 7.30 p.m.
THAT COSTS
FRIENDSHIP
Camel
Sunday.-Mt.
Foui th
II
like as Jonathan stood up
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 pan:
and witnessed his lasting
ND
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
There Ls Church School at each friendship for David. at • very
of these churches at 10 a.m every great cost. so are we today sum'
Sunday. Your attendance is ap- moned to this ennobling type of
friendship for Christ. "Ye are my
preciated.
friends if ye do whatsoever I command you," he once said.
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Young people find it rather costly
to be loyal friends of Christ today.
Bre. .1. H. Brims
There are many sfren voices that
Sunday Schorl each Sunday at
invite young people to take the low
9.45 a m. except second Sunday at
road-social drinking, gambling de•
1 pm.
vices of one sort and another, satiaPreaching services every second faction
of sensual desires. But the
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
true friend of Christ will withstand
these voices, choosing rather the
SINKING SPRING BAPTI-4
high road of Christian gentlemen.
HURe11
• • •

•

NE'
of t

wh
Thi

for
•

Mrs.
grand;
visitill

BROOKS- BUS 'LINE

HAEL

CUICUIT METHODIST
CHURCH

C. L. Page. Pastor
South Pleasant 4r:rove
Suriday School at 10 00 a.m. R.
L Cooper. superintendent.
Worship Service at 11.00 am.,
first and third Sundays.
and
Evening services second

fourth'Sunda_ys,
Youth Fellowship.

_

4:30 p.m
Basel Church
Sunday School at 10.00 a m. Buford Hurt, superintendent.
Morning worship service at 11.00
o'clock. second and fourth Sunday, and evening service 7.00

second and fourth

Pipe Line Planned
To Tap Mosul Oil Field

'Giant

Suisdeni.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., Mil
third and fourth Sundays, and at

2:00 p m. second Sunday. Brooks
Underwood, superinte,ndent.
M, ;r4 worship service at, 10:00
.secur.d and fourth Sunday
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF C11118?
Bre. Coasts Wyatt
Preaching services eacn first and
third Sunday at 11 a.m.
Sunday School each Lord's Day
at 10 a.m.
SUGAR ClUL:111 CHURCH
Baron Richersom Paster
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THE ALLIS-CHALMERS
MODEL G TRACTOR

r

Rear-Engine Design
Introduces
Straight-Ahead Vision

mar-

,

e.

Magic Nliigiti

NOW you can see it ...

a tractor
that leaves your forward vision
clear. Here is the first major development in tractor design since rubber tires

replaced steel wheels. •

Come

in and look it over.

HERE'S HOW IT IS DIFFERENT
*REAR-MOUNTED ENGINE
FRONT-MOUNTED IMPLEMENTS

h'$ not just another sae tractor, but
a new idea in farm power - a nest s)stern of motorized farm tools. Plants up
to 25 acres of corn. sorghums or so)'
beans per day with 2-row drill planter;
handles one 12-inch, front-mounted
moldboard plow and 5-foot mower.
Operates on 2 to 3 quarts of fuel per
hour. Starter, lights and full size rubber tires are standard equipment.

*CLEAR, STRAIGHT-AHEAD VISION
* ATTACH OR DETACH ANY
IMPLEMENT IN 5 MINUTES OR LESS
SOME JOBS ON All FAims

(

ALLIS.CHAILMERD
SALES AND
SERVICE

J. T. Taylor Implement Co.
FOURTH and POPLAR STREETS

MURRAY, KY-
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in Two Sizes

ich 1.11,.su. CIVIL SEIRVICE JOSS
Nit"-titch.". The Ur..:'.0 Si.'," CA-.1 Sorvicc
, ,..
issi
have bet •. d. •d .by tht- Cc.
n t„ct.* Allmun(led ex"
'
:tinnual. repert f ih, Ste:: group .
:arrunations for probat.or.al appointwhich Brit ii. has a ir. .pr :in-;i Mt fr3 to General Staff and Head
t it sit
Nurse s/salons located .n v ous
•
. . , In connect":. vi.,:i, th,.. :1' Par: I Feders:.1 agencies in the States of
id the ty.ct that Ohio. Indiana and Kentucky. The
eeaperts expres,
Ofre 0,1 export i'litcr ,,f th world entrance salary range for these poto ni vi fr m th, western sitions .5 $2.974 to $3727 a year.
.• i iasph. re ti. the Middle Last be- i The General Staff Nurse., under
,I.a of the i.-: ri,derabl, resersie4'
i supervision .if the Avoid nurse. ranMURRAY CIRCUIT
M. M. Hampton, pastor
chi at, tar Lase hot hOollert tapped
ders expert nursing care to all
R. F. Blankenship. pastor
Iraq,
fruin
1000 a m. Sunday School, James SACRIFICIAL FRIENDSHIP
-line
:, 'Ilir. • new ptp,
--types ut patients The Head Nurse
VRIENDSHIP is the loveliest
Key, superintendent.
ha li is t,, rt.!. trir.iuglir-"Srflc 15
Sunday-Goshen 11 an;
,...clt.:.: of 106 is •responsible for the administra- First
..‘.... , I, ,,,,t.. I „p.
..
flower in the garden of hu11 00 a m Preaching Service
Lynn Grove 7 p in
lion Of the nursing service in ' a
600 pm. DJ* U. L. D. Warren manity." according to my cherished
.i .i., 000 barrel, a y..-ar. and thus tti
.
,alou,,:,,11 , I fr,,q-, oing•Ic unit in a clinical department. Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
...„.„),.. m
friend, Dr. Hight C. Moore. I
director
11 air : New Hope 3 pm.; Sul- 700
Farther informaitio_nand applica' would add this thought-true friendService
Preaching
m
p
, .- eat it. eltpo..t.: a
phur Springs 7 p.m.
tion forms may , be obtained from
ship flowers in the garden of hu' T'-.. line viii rui. fr 7. K.kok in
manity, but it finds its life in the
local secretary. Third Sunday-Lyric Grove 1! a.m.
CHURCH
BAPTIST
HAZEL
„I! xi t ../-1‘...-r.: iii Sy iii.i and she., the c:Laratuisa,ti's
Goshen 7 pm.
.Mr Valentine: Aklattd at Murray.
Garden of God's Perfect Eden.
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F.
H.
pprocce,ta to--ft luitsble ti.-rri 'nal i.e.
Fourth Sunday--Sulphur Springs
. postoff.ce.
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s,
t
. .
.
10 WM • New Hope - 11 am:
^
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Paul Daily, Sunday School Super- .friendship that has Impressed me
he
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An exathiriatron hors b n anthat did not stern from above.
intendent
lira 'ail! take sec oral ye,7rs
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"How can two walk together except
Gene Orr Miller, T. U. Director
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they be agreed7'• And the only ceMrs Grace Wilson, W.M.U. Pres.
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Preaching every Sunday morn.
mg at 11 00 o'clock and on Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock.
Albert Cunningham is superintendant of Sunday Schocl held
every Sunday at 10 o'clock.
BT.U. every huriasy went at
6'30. Ben Hopkins director, and
preachi:.,s following B T. U.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night at 7:00 o'clock.
W MS meets on Thursday at
1:30 pm after the first and third
Sunday each month.
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Preaching services

this a les Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Sunday School each Sunday at
Rarely will one come upon such a 10 am.
ELL might we term
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on the facets of friendship
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Lesson for July 25, 1948
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Jonathan, Loyal Friend
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Important
Iowa Goes All Out WeatherForecasts
forecasts also are important in the battle against the
With War Device corn
borer. To apply DDT effectively, a farmer should know the
To Protect Corn wind velocity, and probability of

•

•
rain.
DES MOINES, Ia. 11.IP)—Iowa is
The
' weather bureau in Des
using the weapons of war to pro- Moines. in addition to its regular
forecasts, issues a daily "agricul•\
tect its famous corn.
Airplanes are spraying whole tural outlook" to give farmers spefields and townships with DDT to cialized weather information.
Entomologists say corn borer
t the. spread of a $20.000.000-ayear',enemy, the European corn damage has increased "tremendously" in Iowa during the last
borer.
two or three years. They warn that
college research men
Iowa State
,
if the borer is not met with an allphosphorradigactive
mixed
have
out offensive, the damage Probably
Tenn.,
dge,
us from the 0
will soon be "several times" the
atomic plant with regular fertili1947 loss of $20.000,000.
zer and planted two Wright County farmers in an experiment.,,to
trace the route of phosphorotbi
through plants.
That has a bearing on one of
nature's mostly closely-guarded secrets—the conversion of plant food
Genella and Neva and Tommie
into green vegetable matter.
Glass spent Saturday night with
to
Communications Developed
Attie and Carlene Lamb.
To protect the corn that made
Mrs. Effie Garland is improving.
her the nation's *No. 1 state in I Mrs. Algie Tidwell spent Fri1447 for per-capita farm income. day night and Saturday in
Iowa has developed a state-wide home of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Tido
communication system and a reli- well and daughter.
ance on weather forecasting that
Mr. and Mrs William Carter and
daughter spent a few days last
suggests a war-time offensive.
NEW FLORIDA PROJECT—Model Joyce Chan er holds one
Daily through the last three week sight-seeing in Lookout Mts.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Lamb
of the pineapple plants grown on a plantation Ou ide Miami,
weeks of June Iowa State College
by 1950
Which, started in 1945, is planned to Cover 400 acr
field men measured the height of and W. C. and Eugene Lamb spent
This Will Mean 1,000,000 pineapple plants
.produCi
fruit
corn in seven areas of the state, Friday night with Attie and Carfur the American market in competition With HaWaila and
and the number of clusters of corn lene Lamb.
Mrs. Esther Smith and Mrs. Ida
borer eggs on the corn.
Caribbean growers.
Cochran and Ruth and others were
The information was relayed by
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
press and radio to Iowa farmers Mrs. Bill Adams and family.
Rev. Henson started his first pas- o advise them of the nearness of
Mr. and Mrs. Brady McClain and
nger to their corn, Allowing family of Dawson Springs are visittonal work at Flint 47 years ago;
th
time to arrange for DDT ap- ing in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs... Laura Bayles and little was her pastor for five years. Then
plies on. The daily "box score"' Kenton Broach
about 22 years ago he pastored for
grandson—of Brooksville. Fla.,_
,Of1 egg-laying were sent
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Tidwell and
visiting Mrs. Bayles' aunt, Mrs. W. Flint another five years. We SP.- r
oe
iN dui' g the egg-laying of the Mrs. Algie Tidwell were Sunday
Flint
visit
to
recent
his
preciated
Trevathan.
H.
moths.
first
fligh
of
corn
borer
dinner guests of Attie and Carlene
very much.'
Mrs. Imogene Roberts nnd son,
Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Perry of
Grant, of Baton Rouge, La., is
Graham. Th
will move to their 'Sunday afternoon callers of Mr
spending a few weeks visiting her Murray visited with Mr. and Mrs. new home thi winter.
and Mrs A.. L. Bassett were Mr.
brother Cecil Cleaver and family Elmus Trevathan some during last
The good rain are making fine and Mrs. Lyman Dixon and Dale
and father - Everett Cleaver and week and attended the services at crops in this community.
and Ur and Mrs. William Carter
family. Other recents visitors in Flint. The revival closed last Sunadditions
eight
resulting
in
day
Mr.
and
the Cleaver homes were
Mrs. Solon Carr and daughter, one by letter and seven by baptism.
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Brown and Rev. H. F. Paschall of Hazel did
baby, Mr. Otto Cleaver, and Mrs. the preaching.
Dorothy Jones all of St. Louis. Mr.
Mrs. Curtis Hubbs -and daughter
and Mrs. Edward Thomas rnd son Miss Mary Don and Mrs. Truman
of Detroit, sister of Mrs. Cecil Pace and daughter of Paducah
spent part of last week with their
Cleaver.
Mr. Mike Stranak recently visit- mother and grandmother Mrs. A.
meeted his two sisters in Cadiz, Ohio. A. Whitlow and attended the
Mr_and Mrs. L. C. Linn and baby ing at FlinSr.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Graham
of Mayfield spent last weekend
with his. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim haven't been so well for the past
few weeks.
Linn.
Place Orders at
Mr. Walter Blakely has sold his
Rev. L. V. Henson of Benton
COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
drove over last Sunday as a week farm and bought a house and lot on
Place orders at once — They won't last long
and attended the morning service the highway north of Murray near
at Flint and spent the day with the home of their daughter and
Mr .and Mrs Elmus Trevathart san-in-law', Mr. and Mrs. Ryan

Celliwtter New:

Isi8 in
Indusbeen
repait

TNT
or

'

TODAY and SATURDAY

„Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter and
soils spent a few days the past
week with Cpl. and Mrs. Robert
L. Guthrie and daughters of Ft.
Ktriox and Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Bazzell of Anchorage, Ky.
Mr and Mrs. Leo Marine and
family are spending a 'few days
with home folks.

'

writer has been seeing many .dry
gardens lately. Stop working soil
deeply, but turn to scraping or
"scalping" just deeply enough to
uproot the small weeds or to' cut
off the ground line those that have
made headway. Also, from now on
refrain from billing or ridging, as
hills and ridges waste soil moisture.
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SUNDAY and MONDAY

GOIN' GREAT GUNS WITH
ACTION AND SONG!
CIMALES

1 NEVER KISS SINGLE WOMEN

SMILEY

STARRETT • BURNETTE
as
The "Nap Kid

...they're toe eaga to get married"

In Wesrsils 1 Caw

SM-61/A/

PEACHES ARE READY

BELLE of GEORGIA,$2.50 at orchard.
$3.00 delivered and containers furnished.
ELBERTAS,$3.00 at Orchard.
$3.50 delivered.

Dogwood Lane News
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PAGE TITRES

TWO-PARTY GIRL
. Soil
preparation should
be
th.
oruugh. The land should have
NEBRASKA CITY, geb. (UP)—
been kept continuously disked and
Hello everyone! I thought I
TIMELY TOPICS
popudragged to save last winter's mois- would see if I could get ole Kilroy Mrs. Walter Armstrong is a
By John S. Gartiener, ssentucitY ture, and preferably new land back in our paper again.
lar citizen. At the county convenCollege of Agriculture and Home should be used from which no
Mr...1nd Mrs. Richard Self and tions she was elected committeeEconomics.
crop of any kind was harvested children Pearl and Bill, went to the woman • for both the Democratic
Winter Potatoes—Those garden- this year. Potatoes consist of--4vell big WSM tent slioy at, Murray. The and Republican parties from the
show featured Bill Monroe and his Fourth Ward. Itrs. Armstrong Is
ers who were unable to plant over 90 percent water.
uegrass
Mera reguifered Dfernocret
Green Mountain Sequoia or Katah- '
possible
dry
-75-eans — Against
din potatoes, have one more op- weather in late July and August, and Stan, the Kentucky Twins.
Miss Ruth Fulcher and Elmus
portunity to make good a possi- bean plantings now.. should be of
RACCOONS TAKEN FOR RIDE
ble next winter's shortage. This is the drought-resistors, US Refugee Morris; Margie Fulcher, Toby Run•
yon,
Miss
Ethel
Fulcher,
Mr.
awl
RICHMOND, Va. (UP)—Go west,
to use Irish Cobbler seed that has No. 5 or Logan. Seed is not everyDonelson
and
son,
Mr.
Mrs.
Hubert
young raccoon, says the state game
been kept on cold storage. The where obtainable, but earnest' efand Mrs. Lindsey )3eane an I many commission. More than 500 -surdeadline for plantin4 is July 25. fort may uncover some.
others attended the WSM show in plus" raccoons are being moved
This seed cannot be obtained
Irrigation_The question about' Murray.
from eastern Virginia, where they
everywhere but it can be found
watering the garden is being inSo long.—Kilroy
have, become numerous, to the
in cities, where usually proper
creasinkly asked, and the answer.
southwestern section of the state
seed potato storage'- exists,-... • genertiTW- should be "No," unlesi
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
where they are,relatively scarce. As these potatoes are planted in there -TS-01-enty of water and- unwhat may become extremely warm less watering each time is done
and dry weather, seed treatment thoroughly, to soak the ground at
with Semesan Bel is urged. Also, least to normal root depth, 3 into make the cut seed faces "cork ches. Watering less than that
over. so "bleeding" does not oc- makes the roots rise toward the
cur, dusting with sulfur is recom- soil's turface and if dis:ontinued,!
mended. Ten onuces of sulfur places the vegetables in an ek.-'
dusts.a bushel. Sulfur also helps tremefy awkward situation.
to prevent seed piece rotting beCultivation--This has been said,
cause of high soil temperature.
but it bears saying again, as the

The Garden

FLINT NEWS

Liunday
am, Suat 11:00
at 7:30
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NANCY SALNEIK
PAUL CAMPBELL
HUGH PROSSER
CURLY CLEMENTS AND HIS RODEO RANGERS
A COL LIAltIA PICTURE

LUMO*APICTUPtS

0,00cFO1U!•640c.KEYES

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Ze Maroug ojMIME/ -

GARY COOPER and PAULETTE GODDARD

•

.n

o•—•••

"UNCONQUERED"
IN TECHNICOLOR

WILDING LOTS
IN

COLLEGE PLACE
Murray's Latest And Most Beautiful Sub--division

AT AUCTION - - WEDNESDAY JULY 28-2:00 P. M.
Located One Block North of Highway 94 on 17th. Steet
I have recently bought a part of the Judge Hale and Manliff Miller land and am now developing and sub-divid ing it into most beautiful building sites.
This is truly one of Murray's most beautiful spots -- the location is ideal since you can look down any street in the sub-division and see Murray College
borhood is comparable to the best. ONE BLOCK WEST OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE.

MR. INVESTOR:

FARMER:

IT

If you ever intend to buy a location in Murray —
HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!

the neigh-

I -,
MR. SPECULATOR: .

You have only to read what our country's leading
economic analyst has to say about Murray
to be convinced of her future growth

4
•

Many have been the profits made from real
estate we have previously sold here

Our Every Endeavor Is To Make tHIS ---- Murray's finest Sub-division.

FREE

ESS

•

$25.00 GIVEN AWAY BEFORE ANY
PROPERTY IS SOLD

FREE

$100 CASH
1

[CASH PRIZES ALL DURING SALE

CASH GIVEN AWAY AT CONCLUSION
OF SALE

City .water and electricity available — newly made stre ets — Restrictions... Sensible but Protective.
MUSIC
BE THERE AT 2:00 P. M.
get the cash money
when
your
name
called
to
ground
is
You must be on the
E. F. WILKINSON, Taylorsville, Ky.

me/
49'

kY, KY.
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Club News

Women's Page

Activities

Locals AT-

r,

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor - V11ONE 374-M

among the club neenlecis.
A lovely party plate was served
at the close of the moonier.

Woman's Society
Circle !Meets
With Mrs. Bell

Mrs. Will Swann
Honored Thursday
At Stork Shower

•

Circle I of the 1.V.iman's Society
Mis Fiank llokomb And Mrs
Jack Blaylock were hostes...s at a of Christian Service of the First
honoring Methochst Church met Tuesday
sift:palsy - stork shower
Mrs Will (;a11111 Swanii 51 Mrs afternoon in the home of Mrs W
Ifolcomb's _twilit. Thursday after. A 13.t11 with Mrs. Jeff Farris, coManess.
"
fl'..,
, .ehairman,
Mrs. N. A. Waldrop.
Gifts were, presented to the honMrs G A
or.... in a pink tvas,-inet trimmed opened the meeTing
with a profusion t deep pink rilirfl.-1 Smith gat e the devotional, and
the fibier roses and blue satin ribbon , Mrs. R E JOhnston gave
by Mies ann7-1.1.ink Holmenb and nancial report. Songs were sung
Master Buckle Wilson of Paris.! by the group.
Mrs Leonard Vaughn ha3 charge
Tenn
of the program. The subject disMrs Rely Mason ..11.:1 Mrs J
cussed was the -C incident of Work
Hisnek served at a beautifullY aPe
in noland and Progress Male Since
pointed table flanked by w bite
the War"
gladiolas
refreshments were
Delightful
4pin oxinaately 1t5 guests u ,•re
-21
served to the 1.7 members and one
preeelit.
visitor.
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENT
OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
I li. Novel. Pastor
H.. Vi Itnil
,
a:
: Superinte Ident
Steel
v School
10 00 a:•
There was an excellent attendI I LOU a
mg Worship .
ance at tht Magazine Club meeting
-;.30
l.ening Worship
at the home of Mrs Robert Broach
services will be held
Thursday evening,
t- •Alay at 3 pm at the Hazel Beip•
Mrs E. J. Carter had as her
• Chico •
guest. :her mother Mrs. Brian
Bmith.
The subject Of the program was
-Walks Up Kentucky" and was
very colorfully given by Mrs Fred
Mende,. Jan
Gamlen. Miss Cappie Beale gave
The Zeta Department
thel4 a tuaganme digest on the current
Murray *omen's Club wit; Nubs-man issue of **Holiday."
its regular monthly picnic at _the.
Mrs L E. Owen presided over
City Park at 6:30
tee busmen* sessime durinc which
the group voted to resume the ca- pitation of the books of the month
IMAM UM CI.AneleiliDe

Mrs. Robert Broach
Entertains Magazine
. rsday
Club Thia

Social Calendar

[ Johnson's Grocery
STAPLE GOODS
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
and MEAT

• LOCALS

Mass Mary Jacqueline Wear arrived in Murray. Thursday evening. from a month's stay in JackWhile there she
sonville. Fla.was the house guest of relatives.
the S R Pearaai Lamle. Mrs.
Pearson was formerly Miss Amanda Wear, of this city_
• •
Mr. and Mrs H R 'Nunes left
Monday for Fort Lauderdale. Fin.
after spending two weeks with the
Litter's mother. Mrs B. G. Humphreys. 306 South Fourth street.

By, FRANK C. ROBERTSON 'a
••••• 1.0 Salad roman Its•a••••.

Just before Josie Pennington
arrives in Buena Vista in Idaho
Territory to marry Jim Bloenani
gold prospector. be's murdered
The Vigilantes, are preparing to
hang hts partner. Bruno Casette
Sure that Bruno is Innocent.Josie
enlists the aid of young Ben
Warren. The misguided Vigilantes are controlled 05 a lawless
gang. The Lambs. decretly beaded by Charles Douglass, who is
vietinitsine Bruno to hide the real
killer. Jim's brother Bill. Ben
saves Bruno but he and his
friends become involved in a light
against the Douglas gang. In the
course of this. Bill Illotham is
killed. Douglas usee this. as a
betas for inciting the Vigilantes
against Ben. That night. Ben
breaks into Douglas office and
finds papers proving Douglas'
connection with The Lambs, He
plans to turn these over to the
Vigilantes and thus unmask
Douglas bat. meanwhile. his
mother and partner have been
seised by two of Doug Lt..' outlaws.
Douglas threaten, to kill them
unless Ben returns the papers by
dawn. Ben gets in touch with Doc
Siticluney, a Douglas satellite
whose ale Ben's mother once
saved They both expect Dougla.s to send a henchman. Al
Inidgiesa to the hideout where
Urn Warren is being held. Doc
promises to let Ben know if
Paden, leaves town, so that they
can follow him.

that canyon yonder until it gem
easy to cross the big backbone You
try to follow tuna again. Doc. while
I see if I, can't find a way to the
backbone before he does."

THERE could

CINCINNATI, 0.. oUPI —Young
men interested in becoming "contented millionaires". are advised
by Donald MacDonald to share
their profits with their employes,
don't cheat business partners or
competitors. and behave -like a
Christian instead of a pagan."
MacDonald. who is executive secretary of the Christian Business
Men's Committee, likes to point to
half a dozen or more widely-known
millionaires in the CBMC as proof
of the success of'the formula.
The CBMC was organized 11
years ago in Chicago by a group
of industrialists who were worried about the methods of modern
business man.
Many of the members have daily
prayer services in their offices and
factories at which employers and
employes gather to "ask God to
show us the right way to do business.- Such practices. MacDonald
said, have made it possible for

betio rougher and
more motintameus country than
they were to u.,is and it was all
timber - covcrea save a few ridge
tops Ben's horse s as lathered from
head to tail when final:y ne emerged
on the high baceinau lie had been
aiming for It was far from being
oare all the way. as bands of temper ran up and over
Ben had to oe completely alert
now test he miss his man, or inadvertently give Maley a chance to
see him while he was crossing one
of the open Maces Off to his right
Stackrock. a great round mass of
granite stuck In the mountain like
a nalf-ouried grindstone, frowned
Mrs Alpha Outland who was reupon him Between him and the
cently admitted to the Murriy Hosmountain was a labyrinth of cuts
pital for 'pneumonia treatment. is
and gorges
reported to be improved. She is
A horseman suddenly appeared
in a clearing lust ahead. It was
the mother of Mrs. Reubin Faiwell
Stickney It meant they had last
and is us her gist year.
Ridgley.
lit •
Throwing cautlqn to the winds.
Mrs. John Protho has acturried
Ben spurred down to join Doe.
to her home in Austin. Tea, after a
"Ain't you seen him cross the
visit with her parents. Mr. and
backbone?" Doc asked.
"No Do you know whether he
Mrs. Eubert Parker, this city.
came up here?"
"Yes. 1 saw Rim halfway up."
Mr and Mrs Rh is Swot-. son.
"We've got to find him!" Ben
, returned to their
David Wear. has.
said. -Ride on up the ridge and see
They
Ky
Catlettsburg.
in
home
If you can sight him. I'll look for
tracks"
visited Mrs Swons mother. Mrs
street
Walking and leading his horse.
Fourth
North
Annie Wear
CHAPTER XXX
examined the ground with the
Hazel
at
parents
halt Ben
and Mr Swor's
reddish
of
most extreme care. Hall an hour
• •
•
rising above the east- later, light where there wsj• narwere
Announcement ot the death of
ern mountains when Ben.wall- row saddle over the ridge Tie came
W J Wilson. prominent tobaccoupon tracks which matched the
ing in a thicket below Buena ones
he haat seen earlier that mornof Paducah, which occurred
someheard
cemetery,
Vista's
ing He realised now thin Fnelgley
Tuesday. was recemed by Mrs H
the
through
slithering
one
had been riding along under the
P Wear •Mill North Fifth metro
crest of the ridge instead of upon
.:nd Mrs W S. Swann: We4 Main brush.
It was the man for whom he was it
,treet. cousins of Mrs Wilson. the
He tried following the tracks
waiUng—Doc &nano'.
Hazel
of
Acree
Olive
Miss
former
"Yon were right. Ben." the gam- upon horseback. but It was too diffi• •
•
bler enrolled "Ridgley has just cult: he was always losing them. He
dismounted and stayed down.
Mr L A Filbeck. of near Ben- left town."
tiaepatimateat inmailluzzay Haas_ - "Which -wayr.Ben demanded
suddenly, begot a surtensely. .
prise. He saw a here two horse"On the Hog ens road."
going straight men had come together. then ridBen Said
Cleve Ross: an operative patient.
through the Umber to head hire den on together The second horseat the Murray Hospital as reported oft"
man. he could not doubt, was Doc
rapidly improving.
"Good I'll get my horse and fol- Stickney What this meant he had
••
no idea.
Rits
low him on the road." Doe said.
The tracks were now angling
Ben looked at the gambler. "You
The ram. an wind stern: of late
they
Presently
dawn en the ridgeInterfered don't have to do this. Due"
afternoon
yesterday
"Just the same I'm going along." turned into•deer trail. Ben mount..
with a number f Murran people.
all
knew
the game trails- ed now, for he didn't even have to
Den
who plawned to met the Freedom canyons and gulches in Somme& watch the tracks His horse had
is
as
Train at Paducah, but Murray
Basin His horse was oreatrung scented other animals ahead and
well repress-Aimed during morning bard when finally he emerged In a was following eagerly.
The deer trail led to water. Here
Patch of white pine over-looking the
and early afternoon
the two men had turned down the
••
road to Hog'eM.
He looked at his watch He would creek.
of
Tts‘mpson
W
Ted
Pie
wait ten minutes and. 11 Ridalasm • Ben had lust rounded the point
San Francisco Calif. is spending didn't come along within that W. of the meet spur when laLs horse
ha two weeks furlough with his
erguld try to find his tracks Just shied violently and emitted a
mother Mrs Gels Thompson. Cole- seven minutes had passed %i-en a frightened whinny Ben retreated.
lone horseman came into view. $ anchored the animal to a tree and
ater Road.
went forward on foot to investigate.
••
was Al Rnigley.
He beard a groan and. a moment
rarker
Misses Ilene Taylor. Jt.alk
erHE road agent a-as wen mount- later. saw a loan tying on tbe
Atkins and Sue Workman a ed
ed. and was riding fast Bee ground He ran forward.
"Doc!" he cried. "What hapspent Friday in Paducah where watted until he disappeared ries
they tinted the Freedom Train
he trotted down to the road in- pened"
Sticluaey managed a wan smile.
• •
spected the fresh bane tracks ea re'Oct shot in the beet. Ben." be
Mee Ronald Thnenpson. nee Eue hilly. and again took to the omber gasped painful/4 "in'back to
Where the road lock a a tde oend
plc Burkeeta will !no,- Saturday
right 121L0
Ben &gun cut acmes, Thai time. find you—an' bumped
I.' join Mr Thompson in Detroit. while he waited Doeilthekney(*Arne RIdgley. Told hun—Douglas--had
survou—had
rum
their
me—tell
make
sent
will
they
where
Mich.
In tight on his bane-twee Forret It
Wm Douglas said
home
made rum feel sore confident. Doe rendered Toadwasn't to-ha hurt_
••
would be a Mindy man to have you/ Mother
Guess he didn't-believe men
,
..1ton and Mrs araund
Miss Anna MU 1.
"You shouldn't have let him get
failed to come in sight
Rtdgley
M D Holtoo a al return to Murray where The road wound up another withal you. Doe."
-s. Ho—
"Inidn't—till we got her
erten LOWSTIlle torr,orrmir
tampered ridge Ben angled lean
ahead. Told me he'd mimed
to the road and was looking f er the sus
I had to
back.
to—turn
.eiace his foe had turned off wheo trail Had When 1 Md. he—shot
turn first.
Doc lain tame Into view
age.Ben waited for him
- nil get tuns Doc." Beet breathed
gone
'Donn mind me. Your mother
111.4.1..•
de"
-He's
have was—good—tc me Tell her Ben I
1
don't think wa.
Ben mid
arm trcuble trasling hun He rant
:eaye tne carman without us menet
He
The gambler anildn't
ram You fellow talm down the
steantled and. II 010111Mint Mies. was
torn and rn take the top of
dead,
ridge."
BenSteeled Ititheley's trackt
A tittle tater. he intercepted lit, again got rns horse and went on
.gamoier friend again amen-once Tracking was again now work out
,it was easier Pavane,.he road agent
6
more thee held cot:imitation_
"As we it now. he's heading' for was now leading a second horse
litac.kroct Intentsin." Ben
tiered "'The tamer certainly mIZ
(Irc be .Tontsased?
nave a Mdeaut there and IVt the The cilia:am. :Y: fitia scriSU We
By RACHEL ROWLAND
,
take
Aeanse
lemeal mart for 'ern te
elcfs!tcvs,
Memo Demonsaratean Aiwa
Osourwai 1#42 .• haat G pun -tame
and Ent mother I think hen; taloa
-.
Peaches seen. ta ea One of our
2,qt sliced peaches
darkening places pecit•
WS liked - Munn They sre good To prevent
t.
sugar
to eat fresh, cooked, canned, and ed halves in cold water
2 tb
2.c. water
frozen and add toterest to many has ber., aided
and vinegar per gallon of wanw
Wake syram Of water and sugar.
coaled dashes
Stow that. peat-ries'are fairly liattke medium syrup unIng n. cop Cook' peaches in Syrup until they
plentiful and reasonably' priced sugar to n cups water. S ---- .7' are clear. Remove peaches iimen
you may like to have these recipes peeches in syrup 3 to 5 rnir.utes. synme and toil syrup 5 to 10 minPark concave side down in bat eke longer. Place peaches in shalCrillOOd iTTIChie
Select ripe peaches. Drop in stertited jars Carer with boiling low par, pour s sap e, boding water In sin *ten or pea) syrup Proms in hot .water bath. -Mid- let them. stand a:mem:al.:
several ,hours Then drain syrue
•.wret raelled Peaches
frees peed:yes and boil down un6 lb peaches 'at-out I can
til It is very thick And peachas. ,
Pour 'in' hot sterilized jars and '
n 4. c. sugar
proems in hot water bath Li to I
Flying ants may be termites —
4 c %avenger
M 'minute'
Pineintile in your bone A FREE
I lb whole. cloves
TERMINTX INSPECTION' will
Carched Peaches
give you accurate aniormatan on
4 oln5 sticks of cinnarieri
1 qt, sliced peaches
the extent of termite damage :r
1 . small piece of ginger
rroperty Don t delay cal
2 c. sugar
Make a syrup of sugar and via- 1-3 e -light corr. syrap
,..
MURRAY LUMBER CO. ,dar. add spites and boll 5 earatteit 1 e water
Mix sugar, e•ater and syrue
Phone 262
Peel peaches. -place In the 1.4neg
syrup a few 'at a time. Cook urn! MO unlial it spins a thread. Ad:i
cu.. vas,. Terar*s•
;tender. -Remove: from fire eerier tem sliced peaches a few at a time
Ip
'rid let stand overmget Than
• Simmer uriiii clear fhp. from the I
irsereen or
As A4vertfse4 la'Tu. e..r• the peaches.in bag, sterilizedlitre'syrup, drain spread an
ind cover With the boiling syrup. waxed papen to dry Pack in a
!tin box between layensaog waxed 1
t .,..l' •• • .
'
•
Wen
a

STREAKE3

f

TELEPHONE 293
•CONCORD ROAD
5.

WE DELIVER

BETTER SERVICE
For
YOUR CAR
•

PLUS
GOODYEAR TIRES. TUBES
and BATTERIES
LUBRICATION

-I

,TOP TERMITE DAMAGE

All kinds of
CAR EQUIPMENT
WE PICK UP AND DEUVER YOUR CAR
For Repair W ork or Service
Call 420
"Service

• •

Mr and Mrs Robert Rowland
with their three children, returned to Memphis. Thursday. follow um a stall V. 1111 Mrs. Rowlands
parents, Mr and Mrs. R. L Wade.
West Main street They were 'also
guests of relatives in Mayfield

Christian Formula
Urged as Guide
In Business

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA

Is Our Business.'

CHANDLER SHELL STATION
P h one 520

nieth and Main

i

I

rick

CBMC members ton avoid strikes I
and labor troubles that in the past
seemed "unavoidable."
Has 10.000 Members
"You can't go wrong when you
make God your business rartner,"
he added.
The CBMC has 10,000 members,
in such widely scattered areas as
the Philippines. England, Canada.
the
China, New Zealand and
United States. They recria new
members by inviteng fellow-bust'
ness men to lunch because "a lot of
men will refuse to go to church
with you, but not many turn down
a free lunch."
Robert G. La Fournea, president
of an internationally known firm
which builds land -leveling and
scraping machines, is international
president of the group. Officers
and committee members include a
diamond merchant, an atterney. a
bank president. a doctor and tbe
president of a lumber firm.
The officers and their committees 'visit prisons, Support camps
for boys and girls, teach and help
support Sunday schools, and even
preach on street 'corners to encourage people to "learn to give
to God so you in turn will ieceive."
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YOUR BUS
AU INTO OK
SAM CASH EACH MONTH
IS EAST DOM

To the Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County

,

.

CLAUDE ANDERSON

506 Main St . Murray
Phone 1180

Tax Commissioner Calloway Camay

.

,
tsamo••••••••••81••••••••••••••••••••••r••••••••

El

EXPER'
ING. 11
•decoral
hour. •
mate.

20c
19c
14c

HOT WEATHER
SPECIALS!

4c
6c
20c

at Prices You Can Afford

II

COME IN TODAY.

FRYERS, fresh dressed, lb.
PURE LARD,50-lb. can

75c

19

$12.49

19

ARMOUR'S MUTTON,forequarter 32c lb.; hind quarter, lb 36c
39c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS,lb.
27c
DRY SALT SLAB BACON,streaked with lean, lb.

19

19

19

' 89c

BEEF STEAK,nice and tender, lb.

19

'40c

SEA FRESH PINK SALMON, l'/ ounce can

19

19

38c
SWIFT'S or ARMOUR'S COTTAGE CHEESE, lb. box.. 33c
10c
VINEGAR,for canning, gallop 36c; quart
TOILET TISSUE, Waldorf, roll 10c; Scott Tissue, 2 for.. 25c

SWIFT'S PEANUT BUTTER in refrigerator jar

19

S

1'
BUILD YOUR SUMMER MEALS __
AROUND THESE ITEMS
floyorkisi
Weiners in Barbecue Sauce, can 55c
65c COCONU
Armour's Chopped Hans, can
Green Beans and Potatoes
scsaaus will
No. 2 can
. 18c ; TOATIUO COCONUT
s.
Armour's Tamales with
Sauce, can .
.
20c

&lathe

KRISPY
CRACKERS
27c

1

A COMPLETE LINE OF CANNING SUPPLIES and
PICNIC ITEMS

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 140

••••.•••••••:-

•81•••INeen•••.:

Orv is
urday,
hied a
erythin

LOAN CORPORATION

•

a

..

- .

Rudy's

mtemtate

.
.

SiWE
BA M.
lunche
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FOR SI
lAcCoe
ter. IN
moue,

Up to 20 Months to Repay

Ia

-••••••••

/

takes for more money each
month than the payments on
a personal loon to pay them
in full. Simply 'phone and
tell us how much you need

.•
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PIANO:
as law
anteed
$135.00
where
Fifth
4431.

Five or ten dollars a month
on each of a number of bills

-

•
•

FOR S.
rnent
sale. C
7 a.m.
hrown

Dokia%

The Tax Commissioner's office will be open
from July 1st until September 1st for the purpose
of taking the 1948 assessment on all property including Real Estate, Automobiles, Trucks, Tractors, and all other personal property - for State,
County and School Taxes.
The law says (K.R.S.-132-220) that you MUST
LIST YOUR PROPERTY BETWEEN JULY 1st
AND SEPTEMBER 1st.

GREEN PEPPERS, lb.
CARROTS, Long Calif., bunch
ORANGES, Calif., lb. .
WATERMELONS, guaranteed
ripe, lb.
POTATOES, Red or White, lb.
CELERY, large stalk

2,4-D '
plenty
and *
will sg
• you 01,
facts
Hatcht
336-J.

I
57e (S1
1.9A.
PayMCNT

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

your earliest convenience.

AUTO1
Is nov
You c
becaui
day n
winder
for al
Friday
there.

SOFT CREPE—Screen
actress Arlene Dahl wears a
pink crepe blouse with an
unusual neckline featuring
an arrow-stitched band held
In place with a large Pearl.
The long sleeves with their
arrow -tipped cpffs also
feature bands stitched to
resemble pleating.

THORIUM TESTED FOR ENERGY
PITTSBURGH (UP) — Westinghouse Electric engineers are studying thorium as a possible atomic
energy source. Thorium, which is
slightly heavier nhan jead, is used
in the manufacture of mercury
vapor lamps and electronic tubes.
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FRIDAY, JULY 23., 1948

EISSITIEB

ilSEITHE

and Save Money
ROWLAND RefrgeratIon Sales and
Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
Hazel Highway, one block south
A3c
AUTOMATIC REDUCTION SALE of Sycamore Street.
is now on at Draper & Darwin.
LET US PUMP YOUR CISTERN
You can't miss getting a bargain
and fill it with pure well waterbecause the price goes down every
Hardy Rogers, Lynn Grove, Kenday regardless of what is in our
tucky.
Jy23p
window. You will find everything
for all the family.
Price for
Friday, July 23. is 70. cents. Be
there.
Jy3le

For Sale

;re6n
ars a
h an
iring
held
ieari
their
also
d to

For Rent

RENT-2-rc..,rn garage apart2,4-D WEED KILLER. We have FOR
plenty on hand-Both 20 per cent ment, partly furnished, available
and 40 per Cent Ester or salt. We now. Phone 325. 12% West Main Jy24c
will spray for you, or we will rent 0. W. Harrison.
you
our
power
sprayer. See us for
•
facts and information. Murray
Hatchery, Murray, Ky. Telephone
338-J.
A9c
WANTED-Lady passenger with
FOR SALE-All restaurant equip- driving cxperiene:i for trip to Dement at the Collegiate Inn for troit. Leaving Monday--Mrs. R.
Jy24e
sale. Can be seen any time from L. Wade. Phone 202.
7 arm to 5 p.m. until sold-B. H.
brown.
Jy28c

Wanted

Lost and Found

PIANOS-New spinet, any finish.
AS low as $485.00 with bench. Guar- LOST-Kodak pictures in
yellow
anteed used pianos as low as bag from Dale & Stubblefield with
$135.00 and up. Free delivery any- name E. N. Osby on them. Finder
where-Harry Edwards, 808 So. please return to Dale & Stubblelp
Fifth Street, Paducah, Ky. Phone field.
4431.
A3c
FOR SALE-Practically new No. 5
McCormick Deering ensilage cutter. Write or inquire W. 0. Sey• moor. Puryear, Tenn.
Jy26p

month
,f bills
each
nts on
, them
t and
need

Notices
s

Repay

WE SPECIALIEL en COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant.
NOTICE-Public auction at
▪ home of
Orvis McGee, Kirissey,..Ky, Saturday, July 24, at 1:30 p.m. Howiehold -and -kitchen furnIturs
-S.7-11Verything goes.
Jy23p

ION
•

Services Offered
IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
TO EMPLOY
DISABLED VETERANS

KKPERT WALL PAPER, PAINTMG, inside and outside. Complete
%decorating service. Contract or
hour. Call 68841-4. Free esti•
mate.
A7c

sU80.1...111.0.-Crcraor.. Ors

BM Nag USED
.46

1941 CHEVROLET 2-door Special. A nice cal' inside and out. Two-tone green, low mileage.

39c

1941 FORD 2-door. A one-owner car that is real
good mechanically. It drives right.

27c

1941 CHEVROLET 2-door. A good car mechanically, and looks fair.

39c

1940

FORD Black Deluxe 2-door, with radio and
heater. Buy this with a drive, it'll satisfy. '

1940 FORD Standard 2-door with good tires and
motor. Drives right and is CHEAP.

'
40c

1939 FORD 2-door. A one-owner car with rebuilt
motor and clean, black paint and shines.

25c

1933 FORD 2-door. Clean and drives right. A good
little car for transportation. Looks keen.

38c

ACROSS
I-Policeman .slangi
4-Rita
9-To talk Idly
13-Part of "to be"
2$-Rind Of cloth
141-lioalem leader
1.5-Model
11-Wandered
19-Legion
10-8parse
21 -Filer
23-To discolor
26-Unit of force
27-Lukewarm
23--On the sea
30-Part of relay race
fa-Vales

if

ItI r
n

34-To strike
35-Sweet-singing
bird
37-Refresh
29-Compass point
40-Lean
43-Detected
44-To require
45-Female hors*
44-Fish eggs
41-Ins-eaters'
protections
51-To succor
53-To declare
54-Body of water
05-Golf mound
1311-800tbes
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47-Dessert

51

54
br 'Os.!Wm STYMY ba
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II-Girl's name
7-Pronoun
6-To gibe
9-To adorn
10-To ripen
11-Corrupt
I6-To run
111-0enus of frogs
20-Burdened
21-Places to sots
22-Paragon
33-Tile maker
24-Flab trap
20-Loathed
26-Removed skin
31-Bomb
33-CongreessiOnal
0043 i
36-Was aware of
36-Donned
41-Thick
43-Rigid
45-Companion
46-Perched

Joey is in her early thirties and
before she became ill could have
been a contender in any beauty
contest. She is Mrs. Josef ma Guerrero, the wife of Dr. Renato Guerrero, a Manila physician, and the
mother of an 11-year-old daughter.
Joins Resistance
She discovered that she had leprosy just before the war. She left
her family and began treatment.
When the Japanese occupation began, core of lepers was neglected.
She concealed her identity to
gain entrance to Japanese installations near Manila. For almost
three years she drew maps and
sketches of what she saw-gun emplacements,
supply
arsenalsj
dumps, wharves. ships. etc. She
drew careful charts 'of Japanese
mine fields in Manila.
Her big clay came a few weeks
ago when 'Maj. GêiiOeorge F.
Moore awarded her' the Medal of
Freedom
for
saving "untold"
American lives and Francis Cardinal Spellman presented her a
Catholic \medallion fop "vaiorour
and heroic action."

and water were supplied generous.y.
The base is now a picture of
sloping lawns, landscaped grounds,
tall pine trees and blooming flowers, including 100,000 azalea plaints
arranged throughout the entire
area.
The 20-acre nursery at Lejeune
is supplying plants to other Ma-

"I have faith ilss the American
doctors-and God," Joey said. "II
She.
)
, can't cure me that's that.
But I'm going to make sure the
trip isn't wasted."
Wants to Aid others

4Jas our ciassiiieo
get the business.

FOR
INEXPENSIVE, FAST
and COURTEOUS
SERVICE

Anywhere in Murray . . . 25(
MURRAY CAB COMPANY

Marines Can Garden
M Well as Fight

CAMP LEJEUNE. N. C. OUP)_
This is the most beautiful militaTy
post in the United States. You can
tell that to the Marines again.
For that is the claim of 012 famed
Second Marine Division, iaationed
here. They are still working on a
program of beautification that was
started in 1941 when the base was
constructed.
She is well educated and speaks
At that time, trees were left
flawless English. She is taking the standing wherever possible, special
typewriter so she can write artic- soil was brought in and ifrtilizer
les to raise money for Filipino
lepers.
."There are 5,000 like us in the
Philippines." she--ex pla i ned. "If
I asn able to put the story into
wordt I know the Amuricans will
and Main
help."
Many Americans here, including
4UALITY FOODS
army officers, consular officials and
a .United Nations social consulan&
tant, pitched id to get Joey startRefrigerated FRUITS
ed to the United States. She got
and VEGETABLES
a visa. Which waS difficult considering her disease, through a
appeal to U. S. Attorney Gen- OPEN UNTIL 7:00 P. M.
eral Tom C. Clark.
e

SPECIAL

T

GARAGEMEN and CAR DEALERS •
•
We are equipped to give you prompt,

efficient service on all
tive machining and on

types

of automo-

Guaranteed Rebuilt Motors
Machine Work imd Welding

14AYSAL FIELDER
16th

West Kentucky's Most Complete Shop

44

.MITCHELL
MACHINE SHOP
Paducah, Ky.

Phone 402

3rd and Monroe Sts.

By Ernie Bushmiller

With Love and Hisses

NANCY

h..,

mos

'
41

Girl Spy for U.S. in Pacific War
Comes Here asAffflonored Leper .
MANILA D.P./-Joey Guerrero
goes to the United States with •
few personal belongings, a typewriter, and a lot of faith.
Joey, who has an American decoration for her work as a spy
against -the Japanese, is headed for
Carrville, Lousiana, for treatment
of an advanced case of leprosy.
She sailed from Manila on June
21 aboard the U. S. army transport General Pope, expected to arrive at San Francisco about July 8.

rine bases.
It's a big change from taking
beachheads, but gardeners h:-d better look to their laurels-the Marines have landed!

PHONE

48-Dance &Lep
48-A number
50-Gloomy
53-Tantalum (symb 1

YOU CHEAPSKATE
I KNEW VA WOULDN'T
YER
DO IT
A PIKER AND
A MISER

DEAR NANCY, OLD
PAL. --WILL VA LEND
ME A DINIE ? ----YOUR DEAkEST

BUOIDY
SLUGGO

VARSITY THEATRE
"The Return of Rin Tin Tin."
(1 Hr. 7 Min.).
Feature Starts: 1:23-2:58-4.33-6.087:43-9:18.
CAPITOL THEATRE
•x Gun Law."•454 Min.)
Fe ure Starts 1:35-3:09-4,43-6.177:51Relati
hog and corn price prospects in. ate that hog farmers
probably
'11 earn more from
this year's fa pig crop than they
are now gettin from their 1947
Crop.

I ir_ea G/0

fi

mileage,

36c

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

k.see
, a sAceu/

1946 FORD 2-door Super Deluxe,
nice and clean, lots of service.

89c

FT. MEYERS, Fla., July 22 (UP)
-A U. S. Army Chaplain who apparently was "defying his commander" officiated on the German
side today in the translatic radiophone marriage of brunette Nancy
Carol Hinson and S-Sgt. Harlee
"Pete" Odom, Jr., of the Army
occupational forces.
After two previous attempts at
the radiophone marriage had failed because Sgt. Odom ws unable
to find a chaplain to handle the
Munich. Germany, end of the ceremony, Miss Hinson and the soldier
were pronounced man and wife
at 10:12 a.m.
Miss Hinson, a Landis, N. C.,
19 year old who hopes to join
her bridegroom in Germany in
six weeks, was serene as she repeated the vows but the sergeant
apparently was less calm.
After the ceremony was over,
the judge and the chaplain turned the telephone dyer to the newly weds. Miss Landis did all the
talking.
'We fin"Hello. Pete," she said. ,
ally made it."
A pause, then:
"Are you nervous, Pete! say
something."
The sergent apparently said
nothing.
"Tell him you love him," the
luditP suditeg
"I love you. Pete," she said.
Only Mrs. Odom heard his reply.
she ended the hookup with:
"Be good. See you in two
months."
-For the' ceremony she wore a
phone to an official' ling' put on
fuer wedding ring.
For thec eremony she wore a
full cut grey pique dress with a
cape, green slippers and a white
and grey hat with a green veil.
Interrcotuity telephone and telegraph officials who were on hand
to assist in the arrangernents,immediately figured up a bin of
$125 for telephone time plus $25.30 for extra equipment and installations. Afater Mrs. Odom'paid this
and tile $3.50. the judge said his
fee was $25 but that Mrs. Odom
could pay it later.
Mrs. Odom departed on the noon
bus for Landis.

1‘tIVER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

\
l n TIME

75c

low

Sgt. In Germany
Weds Florida Girl
Via Radiophone
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By Raeburn Vast Borer

Fiery Shroud

"Da
lt 51
‘itifr
A .staik
sr

1931 A-Model FORD. The nicest A-Model in the
country. It's still nearly new inside and drives
perfect. See this one for sure.

33c
10c

-

25c
1933

with

good

0. K. A

body

and

pretty nice

little car for transportation. Ready to
drive,

for $95.

have a few cheap PICKUPS for sale, and
a nice 11
/
2 ton FORD truck with good cattle
bed. Also a few more automobiles to pick
from.

We also

'WE'LL GUARANTEE OUR CARS TO SATISFY
NO DEAL SEE US IF YOU'RE
BUYING, SELLING or TRADING

YOU OR

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound
far
more sound intensity than before! And
wholly new hearing comfort-millions
can now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow orninds.
Bottone sets new standard of lifelike
bearing.
Get free booklet of 'mating post-

• Here's new hearing clarity-with

FREE

war facts on derfrsem. Plain wrap.
tee -no oldies tion. Co,
'. to,
phone, or mail coupon.

"
-Every Deal a Square Deal

erAGrussutel
tool Ikenebsester

:Terms
Cash, Trade, c;t

OW-UNIT
HEARING AID

FORIMOST

CHAS. HUGO WILSON, Sales Manager

•
•

•••
••=10

Plymouth

tires. Drives out

••••
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SPECIAL
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_-_.:rung--1;ammosmo
By Al Lapp

"P211611:117:rill The 64 Dollar Question ! !

i AFTER- OBSERVING ALL 7Y PES-N
,
(...OF WOOING IN THESE Plitt:NITS i s4,sve NARFsowED VI1E. FIELD
DOWN TO YOU THREE FINE..113UNG
MEN ...r- I SHALL CHOOSE ONE.
OF YOU AS MY 5UCCE550R.t
.eGENTLE MEN27r-

-GENTLEMEN -BE_ SEATED,'
I AM ABOUT TO ASK Eitcst
OF YOU
A GRAVELY
NI PORTANT QUESTION.
/

YOUR ANSWER WIlL
DECIOE YOUR rArCrf

Lynn Grove, Ky. ,
Post Office Box 727
Paducah, Ky.

Incorporated

YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
PHONE 170
MURRAY, X
's •

P.
rif.••• rn I me wftbnot mit or ObIliralion
the new FREE Booklet of feet, about
DEAFNESS and Row to Overeerne It
Name
Address

_
a-7m7WWWwwWWW0111wwwwwwarrarr•-•••••••••Insis

imoAter

THAT

FOLLOw saE...fs

Paul Morton
Belton, flearing Aid Consultant

iiiiffington-Jones
motrie Company

- IF YOU
THE- QUESTION
• POSSESSED THE MARVELOUS
POWER I AM ABOuT' TO
TC.) ONE. OF 'IOU -THE:
POWER TO WOO -DOCIPAIICA4 STYLE .100%
,'WOULD youjot

•

reeM010,-

M I 5S r./.4

POWER

"oilaikaalirM
•
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DR. W. H. ABERNATHY

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

Call LONG'S BAKERY

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CENTER

"STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN"
Phone 130

For All Kinds Of
FRESH CAKE, PIES BREAD and ROLLS
PHONE 79
JOHN L. LONG

107 North Fourth Street

Phone 600

RUDOLPH THURMAN, Owner and Mgr.

A. B. BEALE & SON
Hardware, Furniture, Plumbing

Supplies

PHONE 36

Un
DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.-

Across From Post Office

From the Kitchen to the Parlor

"ANYTHING ELECTRIC"
Phone 879

KELVINATOR

Night 877-J

KROEHLER

ALL STATE FRUIT STAND
DRAPER & DARWIN

FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES
Oranges from California, Grapefruit from Texas,
Apples from Washington
North Highway in Front of Rickman's Grocery

ADAMS BROWNB1LT SHOE STORE

WOODS FLORIST

For BETTER SHOES

WHEN IN NEED OF FLOWERS

NATURALIZER and Ft)REST PARK

AND GIFTS
500 North Fourth Street

West Side Square

CONCRETE BLOCKS -

FITTS

FITTS

ALWAYS UNDER THE MARKET

MURRAY CAB COMPANY

Phone 188-J

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

PHONE 41

mita

"RIDE WITH THE MAN WHO KEPT

-

100 to 112 North Railroad Avenue

: LOW PRICES

HATCHETT'S SELF SERVICE
GROCERY-

to

THE MARY RUSSELL SHOP

COURTEOUS SERVICE

PHONE 4068

SOUTH SIDE

SiaLTARE

"THE FARMERS CO-OP"

PHONE 375

A & H GROCERY
FRESH VEGETABLES and QUALITY FOODS
Bring Your Proctor & Gamble Coupons

Quality Seeds, Feeds, Fertilizers
Farm Supplies, Home Applianc*s
East Main

Attend Church

Phone 207

Five Points

Services with
your family

A Large Selection of Clean Cars

and friends

LAWRENCE USED CARS

world over,

doors of the

together for

Church are

the eternal

CHIG CARRAWAY

open to

continuance

GULF SERVICE

welcome you

of a world

within ... and,

at Peace,

Phone 150

600 MAIN STREET
Phi•ne 9117

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.
DEPOT STREET
E

PLUMBING

:

HEATING

: SHEET METAL
HOTPOINT ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
TELEPHONE 4984 — Residence 498-R

and

on each

brotherhood

glorious day

of all men

of sacred

united by

worship.

God

HUTCHENS' PIT BARBECUE
SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS
SOFT DRINKS
Ice Cream in Packages to Carry Out
1408 West Main Street

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Texaco Products

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

r•

HOLLIS APPLIANCE COMPANY

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL COMPANY
Open

•

For Economy Shop At

WHERE APPLIANCES ARE A BUSINESS —
NOT A SIDELINE
502 Maple
Phone 646

All Night
Phone 114

FIFTH and MAIN

'

FIFTEENTH and MAIN
PHONE 9124
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R. M. Miller Seed and Popcorn Plant
Dealers in
GRAIN and QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
We Specialise in Seed Cleaning
Eaat Main Street at Railroad
Phone 876
P. 0. Bea IV

LERMAN BROTHERS

"N
ownhe sa
and
It'S o
Fit
crata

run

Murray, Nentu( ky

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION

Ample Parking Space

rally
4

PETE'S AUTO PARTS

RICKMAN GROCERY

Sixth and Main Streets

an
tonig
other
crisis
Fit:
Corov

PHONE 783

embrace you

Phone 2t;2

at

H. E. JENKINS

•

women pray

bturray.ziy.

—

men and

"Home of GuaranteeleLlsed Cars"
•

Phone 655-J

Churcit the

Sunday. The

201 Mai,!,

to Us

In every

ALWAYS
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1214 West Main

INFANTS TO TEN YEARS

Attend A Church Of Your Choice Sunday

Assn.

cy

the
sessile

QUALITY MEATS and GROCERIES

CHILDREN'S WEAR

- -4

Calloway County Soil Improvement

11.
323

CALLING ALL MOTHERS

Your Building Needs Are Hard On Your Hands
HIGH QUALITY

CO
dlphi
log p
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"gaml
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and 1
and
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ers. •
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THE PRICES DOWN"

PARKERS FOOD MARKET

- - -But-EaSrOarlfour Purse

Phone 482

East Main Street

S

vive

TABERS BODY R4„PAIR SHOP

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY
•

PAINTING
Whirilf-sale Grocers

:

WELEOC" :

MURRAY GAS & APPLIANCE CO.

REPAIRING
1212 MAIN STREET
Prices You Can Afford To Pay
PHONE 1073

North Twelfth 'and Chestnut Streets

PHONE 123

Day Phone 678-J — Night Phone 678-R

MURRAY MARBLE & GRANITE WKS.

ROBERTS GROCERY

Builders of
FINE MEMORIALS
East Maple Street

SYCAMORE and SOUTH NINTH STREETS
CALL 874 FOR DELIVERY

YOU ARE ALIA

ANDERSON CLEANERS
WHVE

Quality Has No Substitute

1602 West Olive Street

WEL( OME AT THE

HOUSE GROCERY c

See Our Modern Ice Refrigerators

Phone 298

SELF, WASHINGETTE SERVICE

THE BUS SIATION CAFE
NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

Murray Appliance Company

YOUR PATRONAGE WILL RE
APPRECIATED
DANNY SEXTON

Your Business Is Appreciated
M. G. RICHARDSON, Owner

but
dc

MASON'S GROCERY
GROCERIES — VEGETABLES — MEATS
GAS and OIL
FISHING TACKLE — MINNOWS
520 South Fourth
Phone 760

heal
ider
not
But
eno
dop
of.
and
GO

Day 373 — PHONES — Nit. 5654

Phone 64

Phone 121

•

NASH SALES and SERVICE
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL and
ICE COMPANY

1600 WEST MAIN
Good Quality Groceries MeAIL Produce. Plenty of Shady Parking.
Price', Right Even Day In the Week
(losing Hours. 7 30 P $1. Weekty : 0:00 I'. M. Saturday
WILBURN FARRIS

FREE PICK UP and DELIVERY SERVICE

PARKER MOTORS
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